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Traffic Arrest(s):  

On 08/24/2017, an Officer stopped a motor vehicle within the 600 block of Holdridge Avenue 

for a lane violation. The driver, Brandon M. Crane, 29, of Winthrop Harbor, was 

subsequently taken into custody after failing field sobriety tests.  Crane was issued citations 

for Improper Lane Usage and Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol.    Crane was later 

released by a personal recognizance bond pending a future court date. 

 

On 08/26/2017, an Officer stopped a vehicle within the 700 block of Sheridan Road for 

speeding. The driver, Rajanah S. Wilson, 22, of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, was issued citations 

for Speeding, Operation of an Uninsured Motor Vehicle, and Driving While License 

Suspended.  Wilson was released on scene by a notice to appear pending a future branch 

court date. 

 

On 09/01/2017, an Officer stopped a vehicle near the intersection of 5th Street and Sheridan 

Road for having a defective windshield.  The driver, Rashond J. Harris, 38, of Zion was 

subsequently taken into custody after the Officer confirmed he had a suspended driver’s 

license.  Harris was issued citations for Defective Windshield, Operation of an Uninsured 

Motor Vehicle, and Driving While License Suspended.  Harris was released on scene by a 

notice to appear pending a future branch court date. 

 

On 09/02/2017, an Officer stopped a motor vehicle near the intersection of North Park 

Avenue and Sheridan Road for speeding. The driver, Shannon D. Ball, 48, of Racine, 

Wisconsin, was subsequently taken into custody after failing field sobriety tests.  Ball was 

issued citations for Speeding, Operation of an Uninsured Motor Vehicle, Driving Under the 
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  more 

Influence of Alcohol, and Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol with a BAC over 0.08.    Ball 

was later released by a personal recognizance bond pending a future court date. 

 

On 09/03/2017, an Officer stopped a motor vehicle within the 1400 block of Sheridan Road 

for speeding. The driver, James H. Grigar, 42, of Parkridge, was subsequently taken into 

custody after showing impairment.  Grigar was issued citations for Improper Lane Usage, 

Illegal Transportation of Alcohol, and Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol.    Grigar was 

later released by a personal recognizance bond pending a future court date. 

 

On 09/04/2017, an Officer stopped a vehicle within the 1400 block of Sheridan Road for 

speeding.  The driver, Andy E. Mendoza, 20, of Zion was subsequently taken into custody 

after the Officer confirmed he had a suspended driver’s license.  Mendoza was issued 

citations for Speeding and Driving While License Suspended.  Mendoza was released on 

scene by a notice to appear pending a future branch court date. 

 

On 09/08/2017, an Officer stopped a vehicle within the 600 block of Sheridan Road for 

speeding.  The driver, Pamela D. Porter, 33, of Kenosha was issued citations for Speeding 

and Driving While License Suspended.  Porter was released on scene by a notice to appear 

pending a future branch court date. 

 

In State Warrant: 

 

On 08/24/2017, Officers were dispatched within the 1300 block of 3rd Street related to a 

warrant service.  The subject, Brigett L. Hammond, 29, of Winthrop Harbor was 

subsequently taken into custody after confirming a valid warrant from the Lake County 

Sheriff’s Office.  Hammond was later transported to the Lake County Jail pending a bond 

hearing. 
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Burglary: 

 

On 08/24/2017, Officers were dispatched within the 5000 block of 9th Street related to a 

burglary where forced entry had been present.  The complainant advised some unknown 

subject(s) entered their building and took a 1 Microwave oven, unknown make and model 

approximate value: $50.00, 100' Speaker Cable, unknown type value: $100.00, 1 Fender 

model 1270 speaker value: $200.00, Allen & Heath 16x2 mix wizard serial number 

W316221X315942  value: $880.00.  Evidence was collected on scene pending further 

analysis.  This incident is pending further investigation. 

 

 

 
Note: Any person charged with an offense has the right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty in a 
court of law. Persons named herein are merely alleged to have committed the offense(s) they are 
accused of. 

 

 

 


